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This document contains the basic payload data for the MCC configuration on
the OSTA-1 payload. Sections 1 through 10 comprise the MCC Level D config-
uration (data pack), section 11 contains the collection of Ground Statement
of Requirements (GSR's) for additional Level A, B, and C configuration, and
section 12 contains a description of user-supplied ground support equipment.
This document is issued as an annex to the Payload Integration Plan (PIP),
JSC-14015.
All data presented in this annex have been supplied and verified by the
payload user and his staff. Corrections and updates will be made as
scheduled via the PIP.
Comments and/or corrections to these data should be directed to Jam's
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SECTION 1
DATA PACK DESCRIPTION
This data pack document details configuration data for the JSC MCC display
and control facilities in support of the STS-2 payload operations. The re-
quirements stated in each of the data pack sections will be submitted to
the Ground Data Systems Division (GDSD) for implementation.
NOTE: Detailed procedures for operating the Payload Operations Control
Center (POCC) facilities configured in this document will be provided in
various training guides and console handbooks.
SECTION 2
POCC FACILITIES AND CONSOLE CONFIGURATIONS
This section contains the floor plan of the POCC area of the Mission Con-
trol Center (MCC) indicating major facilities and consoles with designated
positions. Each console contains voice communications, TV monitor display
capability, event indicator modules, and unique capabilities as indicated.
Also presented in this section are detailed configurations of the POCC
consoles.
Listed below are explanatory notes found in the floor plan:
OH - Overhead TV monitor
OTV - Opaque TV
VR - Analog/event video recorder (17-pen)
SCR - Analog/event stripchart recorder (10-pen)
E - Event indicator module (36-event)
SNK - Summary message enable keyboard
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A Mission Control Center console can be initialized for real-time or simu-
lation support, with live, simulated, or playback data. This section
specifies the data type and the support mode in which the POCC consoles
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The format for each event module is variable and can be driven with vari-
ous types of data (i.e., real-time, playback, simulation). Section 4.1
specifies the format, the data type, and the mode for each of the POCC con-
sole event modules.
NOTE: Each module is initiated as indicated; different formats may be
selected in real-time by the console operator.
14
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL
VASIAir." EVENT MODULE INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENT INPUT FORM EXPLANATION:
DATA PACK ACRONYM Eg... GUIDANCE, BOOSTER, FLIGHT CONTROL, EM£S,...
CONSOLE NUMBER - Enter the Console number. '
MODULE NUMBER - Enter the nodule location designation nucber. This
nuTEber will always be from '01' thru '19' for a
variable event module.
FORMAT NUMBER - Enter the format number of the 'variable event format'
that is required to initialize the variable event module.
DATA TYPE - Enter the type of data required to drive the variable
event format that has been designated in the 'FORMAT
" NUMBER' entry.
Data Types: REALTIME, SIMULATION, PLAYBACK 1,
PLAYBACK 2
FLIGHT - Enter the Flight ID required for this module
upon initialization.
Note: Each Variable Event Module may be initialized to.a different flight.
They may be selected (via MSK) to a different flight in real-time.
15
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
VARIABLE EVENT MODULE INITIALIZATION' REQUIREMENTS INPUT .FORM
CONSOLE MODULE FORMAT .DATA FLIGHT











01 zo Live- 002.
02 "
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
VARIABLE EVENT MODULE INITIALIZATION REQUIREME^S INPUT FORM
%
CONSOLE MODULE FORMAT DATA FLIGHT
Kl>3ER NUMBER NUMBER TYPE NUMBER ' •
zs:/ _ 01 511 uve 002.













03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS -INPUT FO
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
VARIABLE EVENT MODULE INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM.
\
CONSOLE MODULE FORMAT DATA FLIGHT
 ;
KIX3ER NUMBER NUMBER TYPE NUMBER '


















03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
VARIABLE EVENT MODULE INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
\
CONSOLE MODULE FORMAT DATA FLIGHT
NUMBER NUMBER TYPE NUMBER











•03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM Ctftf
VARIABLE EVENT M0DULE INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORK
*
CONSOLE MODULE FORMAT DATA FLIGHT

















01 - - UVF 0*1
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03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FO
C CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
VARIAr-LE EVENT MODULE INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
%
CONSOLE MODULE FORMAT DATA FLIGHT .'
_KVY3ER_ NUMBER NUMBER TYPE NUMBER
01 ^23 t-ivf ML \















03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
HCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL. DATA .PACK ACRONYM CHb/
VARIABLE EVENT MODULE INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
" ' -' » "' '
CONSOLE MODULE FORMAT DATA FLIGHT -










03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FO
MCC CON'FIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
VARIABLE EVENT MODULE INITIALIZATION REQUIREMErrrS INPUT FORM
%
CONSOLE MODULE FORMAT DATA FLIGHT - , • .
 :

















01 _ 30 LtVP
02 5V 5 LtVf 092.
03
23
4.2 FORMAT DEFINITION.^  ;
 :.'.;.- ;'•'.,'. ' :'•'
Section 4.2 defines the event module formats to be used during operations
support. Overlays are made for each format and are-provided to each con-
sole as required.
• Event Light Color Conventions
Red - Analogs or critical events that are limit-sensed and annunciated
onboard (FDA or C&W)
Amber - (1) Analogs or events that are limit-sensed on the ground only
(2) Off-nominal or out-of-configuration event
Green - Nominal configuration
White - Nominal configuration where flip-flop might be required in con-junction with green
Blue - Ground processing or configuration type events, e.g., inhibit
ground limit sensing, initiate plots, or special computation
24
0315-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT- FORM
HCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL
VARIABLE EVENT FORMAT DETAIL INPUT FORM EXPLANATION:


















Eg... GUIDANCE, BOOSTER, FLIGHT CONTROL, EMES,...
When the DDD control mode is selected (MSK), the
four MSK thumbwheels will represent the event
format and console-module number. The left three
thumbwheels will represent the event format number.
Flight ID.
REAL TIME, SIMULATION, PLAYBACK 1, PLAYBACK 2
TYPE A » 36-EVENT INDICATOR OVERLAY FOR USE ON
A 36-EVENT INDICATOR MODULE.
TYPE B = 36-EVENT INDICATOR OVERLAY FOR USE ON
THE UPPER OR LOWER HALF OF A 77.-EVENT
INDICATOR MODULE. ... • ,
Specify the number of copies of physical overlays
required.
If applicable, specify a name for this overlay.
This number relates to the physical location
(and software identifier) of each 'window/indicator1










































































RED, GREEN, AMBER, BLUE & WHITE (R,G,A,B & W)
Enter the valid (MCC-H computer available) measurement
number required displayed. -
Enter the display logic required:
Straight, Reverse, Critical , Latched
Enter the label required. Labels are limited to





































































VARIABLE EVENT FORMAT DETAIL
OFi' REQUIREMECTS IKPUT FORM
DATA PACK ACRONYM
EVENT FORMAT !*TM3ER 3>£V> FLIGHT _ 00%, DATA TYPE £ T








































































VARIABLE EVENT FORMAT DETAIL
OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FQRM
DATA PACK ACRONYM
EVENT FORMAT NUMBER ]52 / PLIGHT CO *


























































































































VARIABLE EVENT FORMAT DETAIL
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
EVENT FORMAT t.TMBER fflZ, FLIGHT OO Z. DATA" TYPE
OVERLAY TYPE NUMBER OF COPIES / P
OVERLAY TITLE OCf
INDICATOR COLOR MEASUREMENT NUMBER LOGIC
01
 £ poiKiw y _____
02 6 P Z O X Q o f Z Y QCf XOOfl • SCAM AC
03 6 f z o K o o ^ t y oce xoof)'> • vitro
04 £ PZQ
05 /x PIQ Coo97 v ocf c0o9t • r»r cu/e
06 /I
07 G AZQX06/0 y oce
OB g ra»Xg»//y • oce xotf/• -fcj/y be
09 G fjQ XOOt /y OCf
10 g r Z G X o b t i y • • oce X.QOW • fern
11 ~6 PZQK.O*tfy ' OCf
12 d rZO T009ZI/ • OCf TOO92 • fLtfC
13 • _ ' . ___________
14. • _ ' .
15 _ • '
16 ' .3 ; - _.
17 ~
IB £ f2t>T0e>9o </ Oce Tt>o9t> 9 Sc/9A/ 0Aser
19 _ ' .' ' -
20 ~
21 • ~ . . .
22 . ~ • . . . . . .
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VARIABLE EVENT FORMAT DETAIL
OFT REQUIREMENTS INPITT FORM













EVENT FORMAT T^JMBER ,$"Z3 . FLIGHT QOZ. DATA TYPE
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VARIABLE EVENT FORMAT DETAIL
OFi' REQUIKEMEircS INPUT FORM
DATA PACK ACRONYM C^6//W£<fe0&Jf
EVENT FORMAT !-nJWBER ^Jft FLIGHT 001 .DATA TYPE
OVERLAY TYPE NUMBER OF COPIES










































































































































VARLA.BLE EVENT FORM/.T DETAIL






















EVENT FORMAT I.THBER 9 Y b FLIGHT @Q %, DATA TYPE
OVERLAY TYPE NUMRER OF COPIES . 13
OVERLAY TITLE f&CC .St4'MWfi&Y

















An analog parameter may be sensed by the ground system for upper and lower
operational/critical limits. Indication that a limit-sensed parameter has
reached or exceeded its normal operational or safety range may be provided
by the event light and on the DTE display. The limit-sensing capability
may be disabled or enabled in real time by the console operator using the
Summary Message Enable Keyboard (SMEK) module.
This section lists the groups of parameters and the limits to be sensed.
38
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL
LIMIT SENSE DATA INPUT FORM DEFINITION:
DATA PACK ACRONYM -
MEASUREMENT NUMBER -
UNITS -
OPERATIONAL LIMIT LOW -
OPERATIONAL LIMTT HIGH -
CRITICAL LIMIT LOW -
CRITICAL LIMIT HIGH -
CATEGORY -
Eg... GUIDANCE, BOOSTER, FLIGHT CONTROL, EMES,...
Enter the Measurement Number of the parameter that
IB required litait sensed.
** A given Measurement Number may be assigned to
one and only one Flight Discipline Group.
All Measurement Numbers that are required
limit sensed must be assigned to a Flight
Discipline Group.
Enter the Engineering Units of the parameter to be
limit sensed. ACRONYM limited to 8 characters.
Enter the Operational Low Value. Valid with or
without a decimal; May be preceded by a '-' or
'+' Sign; BLANK defaults to a '+' sign.
Enter the Operational High Value. Valid with or
without a decimal; May be preceded by a '-' or
'+' Sign; BLANK defaults to a '+' sign.
Enter the Critical Low Value. Valid with or without
a decimal; May be preceded by a '-'. or '+' Sign;
BLANK defaults to a '+' sign.
This 'value1 is to be entered only for Set # 01
of it's Flight Discipline Group.
For a given parameter that has 'critical limits'
a corresponding set of operational limits must exist.
Enter the Critical High Value. Valid with or without
a decimal; May be preceded by a '-' or '+' Sign;
BLANK defaults to a '+' sign.
This 'value* is to be entered only for Set # 01
of it's Flight Discipline Group.
For a given parameter that has 'critical limits'
a corresponding set of operational limit must exist.
Enter the applicable Category or Categories for
this measurement number. (Multiple categories may
be specified for a given parameter.)
The Category Numbers are from 1 thru 64.
The 'category1 requirements are to be entered only
for Set # 01 of it's Flight Discipline Group.
39
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL
LIMIT SENSE'-.DATA INPUT FORM DEFINITION: (CONT'D)
** THERE IS ONE "CRITICAL ONLY" CATEGORY FOR
EACH FLIGHT DISCIPLINE GROUP. TXHEY ARE
AS FOLLOWS:
BOOSTER FDG-1 CATEGORY-1
FLIGHT COMPUTERS FDG-2 CATEGORY-2
AVIONICS FDG-3. CATEGORY-3
EMESB1 FDG-4 . CATEGORY-4
EMESB2 FDG-5 CATEGORY-5
PROPULSION FDG-6 CATEGORY-6
FDG ^. f ; ' Enter the Flight Discipline Group code.
,
 ;; FDG CODE GROUP NAME
1 BOOSTER






M/S - Enter the appropriate code:
M = Mission Limit Sense Data
. S <= Simulation Limit Sense Data
SET # - Enter the limit sense set number within a given
Flight Discipline Group (Maximum of 5 Sets are
allowed).
** Within a Discipline, all parameters must have
the same number of limit sets.
Eg.. If the 'Number of Sets' for FDG-1 = 3,
then each Measurement Number of FDG-1
must have operation limits for each 'set
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A Strip Chart Recorder (SCR) or Video Recorder must be configured by
the console operator. Console inputs are made by the operator in real
time to accomplish recorder configuration. This section specifies




OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
CONSOLE-MODULE-THUMBWHEEL POSITION TO RECORDER FORM DEFINITION:
A GIVEN RECORDER MAY HAVE 'ONLY "ONE" CONS OLE/MSK/THUMBWHEEL CONTROL
ASSIGNMENT.





Eg. ..GUIDANCE, BOOSTER, FLIGHT CONTROL, EMES,....
Enter the Identification number of the console
that is to have the recorder selection capability
specified on this form.
Enter the Module location designation of the MSK
that is to used for recorder selection.
Identifies the Recorder Select Thumbwheel Positions,
RECORDER NUMBER -
RECORDER TYPE -
Enter the Recorder ID.
Enter the Recorder Type.
(IP-PEN SCR -- 8 ANALOG/2 TIMING )
(17-PEN A/E RCDR — 8 ANALOG/7 EVENTS/2 TIMING)
(100-PEN ER — 96 EVENTS/4 TIMING)
(ISO-PEN ER — 144 EVENTS/6 TIMING)
45
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM / .
HCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM Cffcf
CONSOLE-MODULE-THUMBWHEEL POSITION TO RECORDER FORM
CONSOLE MODULE RECORDER SELECT '•• RECORDER RECORDER












03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS -INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
CONSOLE-MODULE-THUMBWHEEL POSITION TO RECORDER FORM
CONSOLE MODULE RECORDER SELECT "- RECORDER RECORDER












03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM '.
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL. DATA PACK ACRONYM C&/ M Yi
CONSOLE -MODULE -THUMBWHEEL POSITION TO RECORDER FORM
CONSOLE MODULE RECORDER SELECT '-RECORDER RECORDER
tiUMBER_ NUMBER THUyftUHEEL POSITION NUMBER TYPE
is 01 to-fed
-• - -" •- ' 02 " ' r
03 •
04 .
. ' ' 05 _ •
;-v - 06 • • ' . ' ,. '.
07 •" _____ .
-
 :
' 08 • ' '_
' 09 ; . ' _____
10 .
48
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT .FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
CONSOLE -MODULE -THUMBWHEEL POSITION TO RECORDER FORM
CONSOLE MODULE RECORDER SELECT '- RECORDER RECORDER












6.2 RECORDER PEN FORMATS ,
This section defines the recorder pen formats to be used during operations.
50
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
ANALOG EVENT SYSTEM INPUT REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
REFERENCE: JSC-100001/REV.AA/PAGE 3-31 (MCC Shuttle Development Plan)
JSC-11028/REV.3 CH.O (SHUTTLE Data Processing Complex Software)
THE FOLLOWING TABLE LISTS THE AES FORMAT MSK GALLUP NUMBERS vs






























































































































03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
AES FORMAT MSK CALLUP NUMBERS vs AES PEN GROUP NUMBERS (CONT'D)
AES FORMAT NUMBER AES PEN GROUP NUMBER PEN GROUP DESCRIPTION
(MSK CALLUP NUM) '_ .
040 040 15-PEN GROUP
041 041 15-PEN GROUP
042 042 15-PSN GROUP
043 043 15-PEN GROUP
.044] 044 , 15-PEN GROUP
045: 045 15-PEN GROUP
046 046 15-PEN GROUP
047j 047 ,, ., 15-PEN GROUP
048 048 15-PEN GROUP
049" 049 15-PEN GROUP
050 050 15-PEN GROUP
051 051 15-PEN GROUP
052 _& PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
053 & PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
054 & . . - ' - . PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
055 & PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
056 & PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
057 & PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
058 &
 ; PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
059 & PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
060 & PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
061 & PEN GROUP "COUPLING"
062 400 & 401V 402 & 24-PEN GROUPS TO THE
100-PEN EVENT RECORDER
063 600 & 601 & 602 & 24-PEN GROUPS TO THE
603 & 604 & 605 150-PEN EVENT RECORDER
064 606_ & 607 & 608 & 24-PEN GROUPS TO THE
609 & 610 & 611 150-PEN EVENT RECORDER
NOTE: THERE WILL BE A "SET" OF THESE AES PEN GROUPS FOR EACH DOWNLINK
COMBINATION.
THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE RANGE FOR USE IN AES FORMAT (MSK CALLUP)
1
 SELECTION IS FROM 000 THRU 255 (DECIMAL). THE RANGE OF AES/MSK
FORMVT NUMBERS FROM 001 THRU 068 HAVE BEEN RESERVED FOR OD LINK
SELECT. ADDITIONALLY, AES/MSK FORMAT NUMBER 000 IS USED FOX
AES FORMAT DESELECTION.
52
03-25-77 • OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
HCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM $HM fr9
AES FORMAT FORM FOR S-FEN ANALOG GROUP
AES FORMAT NUMBER O^H / DOWNLINK COMBINATION
(MSK GALLUP NUMBER)
PEN MEASUREMENT SPECIAL MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION
HUM NUMBF.R PROCESSING
CODE









T2 " (TIME) MTti ~ I Gl*T
NOTE: ALL MEASUREMENTS FOR A GIVEN AES FORMAT MUST BE FROM THE SAME DATA SOURCE.
( 01, GPC1, etc...)
** ALTHOUGH ' TIMES ' OTHER THAN 'SPACECRAFT TIMES' WILL BE AVAILABLE
•VIA THE TIME SELECT SWITCHES AT THE RECORDERS, ONLY THOSE -TIMES THAT
ARE IN THE "TELEMETRY" STREAM ARE TO BE ENTERED INTO AN AES PEN GROUP
FORMAT.
THE FOLLOWING TIMES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR REQUESTS VIA AES PEN GROUP
FORMATS:
o ORBITER-MTU-1 GMT -
o ORBITER MTU-2 GMT .
o ORBITER MTU-1 MET '
o ORBITER MTU-2 MET
o ORBITER PRIME GPC-GMT
o ORBITER PRIME GPC-MET






OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM /
DATA PACK ACRONYM CMkf
AES FORMAT NUMBER
(MSK CALLUP NUMBER)


























NOTE: ALL MEASUREMENTS FOR A GIVEN AES FORMAT MUST BE FROM THE SAME DATA SOURCE.
( 01, GPC1, etc...)
** ALTHOUGH ' TIMES ' OTHER THAN 'SPACECRAFT TIMES' WILL BE AVAILABLE
-VIA THE TIME SELECT SWITCHES AT THE RECORDERS, ONLY THOSE TIMES THAT
ARE IN THE "TELEMETRY" STREAM ARE TO BE ENTERED INTO AN AES PEN GROUP
FORMAT.
THE FOLLOWING TIMES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR REQUESTS VIA AES PEN GROUP
FORMATS:
o ORBITER MTU-1 GMT
o ORBITER MTU-2 GMT
o ORBITER MTU-1 MET
O ORBITER MTU-2 MET
o ORBITER PRIME GPC-GMT '
o ORBITER PRIME GPC-MET
o TPC INTERNAL TIMER
o PAYLOAD TIME
54
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM ,
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM CHlf MVLJ/fP-f
AES FORMAT FORM FOR 8-FEN ANALOG GROUP
AES FORMAT NUMBER QVft / DOWNLINK COMBINATION
(MSK CALLUP NUMBER)
PEN MEASUREMENT SPECIAL MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION
NUM NUMBER PROCESSING
CODE




04 PlO T011SV Put A*S C T&*?
05
06 fi2Q Co2MV £TBY
07 f 10 CO I/O V
os PzQTtmv #eCF/\/t-/t
T2 " (TIME) ft r u - /
NOTE: ALL MEASUREMENTS FOR A GIVEN AES FORMAT MUST BE FROM THE SAME DATA SOURCE.
( 01, GPC1, etc.. .)
** ALTHOUGH ' TIMES ' OTHER THAN 'SPACECRAFT TIMES' WILL BE AVAILABLE
•VIA THE TIME SELECT SWITCHES AT THE RECORDERS, ONLY THOSE TIMES THAT
ARE IN THE "TELEMETRY" STREAM ARE TO BE ENTERED INTO AN AES PEN GROUP
FORMAT.
THE FOLLOWING TIMES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR REQUESTS VIA AES PEN GROUP
FORMATS:
o ORBITER MTU-1 GMT
o ORBITER MTU-2 GMT .
o ORBITER MTU-1 MET
o ORBITER MTU-2 MET
o ORBITER PRIME GPC-GMT
o ORBITER PRIME GPC-MET
O TPC INTERNAL TIMER
o PAYLOAD TIME
55
03-25-77 OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT" FQRM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM •(
AES FORMAT FORM FOR 8-FEN ANALOG GROUP
f


























- / 6*n 7~
NOTE: ALL MEASUREME17TS FOR A GIVEN AES FORMAT MUST BE FROM THE SAME DATA SOURCE.
( 01* GPC1, etc.. .)
** ALTHOUGH ' TIMES ' OTHER TI1AN 'SPACECRAFT TIMES' WILL BE AVAILABLE
•VIA THE TIME SELECT SWITCHES AT THE RECORDERS, ONLY THOSE TIMES THAT
ARE IN THE "TELEMETRY" STREAM ARE TO BE ENTERED INTO AN AES PEN GROUP
FORMAT.
THE FOLLOWING TIMES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR REQUESTS VIA AES PEN GROUP
FORMATS:
o . ORBITER MTU-1 G M T . . .
o ORBITER MTU-2 GMT
o ORBITER MTU-.l MET
o ORBITER MTU-2 MET
o ORBITER PRIME ,G?C-GMT ' ~~
o ORBITER PRIME GPC-MET
o TPC INTERNAL TIMER
o PAYLOAD TIME
56
03-25-77 . OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION COirTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM CH(,(&d Vfcl/f j)_f
AES FORMAT NUMBER _
(MSK GALLUP NUMBER)






















(TIME) /^7 ry -1
NOTE: ALL MEASUREMENTS FOR A GIVEN AES FORMAT MUST BE FROM THE SAME DATA SOURCE.
( 01, GPC1, etc...)
** ALTHOUGH ' TIMES ' OTHER THAN 'SPACECRAFT TIMES.1 WILL BE AVAILABLE
•VIA THE TIME SELECT SWITCHES AT THE RECORDERS, ONLY THOSE TIMES THAT
ARE IN THE "TELEMETRY" STREAM ARE TO BE ENTERED INTO AN AES PEN1 GROUP
FORMAT. .
THE FOLLOWING TIMES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR REQUESTS VIA AES PEN GROUP
FORMATS:
o ORBITER MTU-1 GMT . .
o ORBITER MTU- 2 GMT
ORBITER MTU-1 MET . -












SUMMARY MESSAGE ENABLE KEYBOARD
The Summary Message Enable Keyboard (SMEK) is a multifunction module which
permits the console operator to initiate real-time inputs to enable/disa-
ble the boundaries of limit-sensed parameters and to generate tabulated





OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM












Eg...GUIDANCE, BOOSTER, FLIGHT CONTROL, EMES,...
Enter .the room number that the console is located
in.
Enter the"Console number.
Enter the Console Title Eg...COMPUTER SUP
Enter the Module location designation number.
This number will always be greater than 19 for
this type of module.
Enter 'SMEK1
Enter 'A19/A1
This number relates to the physical location











































REDj GREEN, AMBER, BLUE & WHITE (R,G,A,B & W)
Enter the label required . Labels are limited to
5 Lines/6 Characters each (Spaca^Jharacter).









SUMMARY MESSAGE ENABLE KEYBOARD
03-25-77 OPT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA PACK ACRONYM
ROOM NO: */3 • - . . - - . . - MODULE LOCATION:
CONSOLE NO: ZS7 MODULE NAME:








































U/ ST^-/tf • HlfT • 332V
u/ PALLS T • HIST
EXP • HIST • J32/
'-!
w sit-J . Lt*nT$ • ser i
W SL&A* L/n/TS • SfT JL
b/ OCT • LI*uTS
__ Bwft ${,? • L/*t/T3











The Multiple Command Module (MCM) is a special-purpose module which pro-
vides the console operator with the capability of initiating uplink of
prestored data. This section defines the configuration of the MCM module.
62
OFT REQUIREMENTS INPUT FORM03-25-77
MCC CONFIGURATION CONTROL













Eg...GUIDANCE, BOOSTER, FLIGHT CONTROL, EMES,...
Enter the room .number that the console is located
in. ' ; . . ,
Enter the Console Number. . - -V;
Enter the Console Title Eg...COMPUTER SUP
Enter the Module Location designation number.
This number will always be greater than 19 for
this type of module.
MULTIPLE COMMAND MODULE (MCM)
DRK4
FBI'S 01 THRU 12. Depression of one of these PBIs
selects a field of 32 possible 'commands'.
Eg.... PBI-01 depressed will cause lamp-01 of each
of the 32 Rear Projection Readouts to illuminate,
thereby indicating, for this field select
PBI depression, the 'command1 which will
result from depression of each of the 32
Rear Projection Readouts.
THE Rear Projection Readout/Switch number is
shown under this header.
The Lamp Number (01 thru 12) of the readout is
shown under this header.
For 'Field Select PBI' entries, enter the Command
Field Title.
Note: Field Titles are limited to 3 Lines/6 Characters
each.(BLANK=CHARACTER)
For 'R/0 NUM' entries, enter the Command Label
required.
Note: Command Select Labels are limited to
A Lines/8 Characters each. (BLANK=CHARACTER)
Enter the Command Parameter Measurement Number
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MODULE LOCATION: 3O ' '








2010 • ZfCA • A»M* /tfSFT
2001 'AClt. OK/
200* • AC,ZS • Off
Z//3L* Kf* fit- A*












































































































































































• trsfT fizox QQSVH
23*0' oce • • DA/ P io tool i (A
2.3 1/, oce»
- f/L tec • ocff
SmXM -orf





23 to- £»!**> fllObf.QfftATS'
)'f>/L/lec.>Rc*A/si
ZIPS' M- SflllAt . OFFOFF
2.3 tS- f/Vf**f C4L* OFF PloKOl Ol U





























































































































































zz// • frc •
• src SiOKol •*•)*
2.2.13' C/9L
22.VI * LC At/It- Z.
• t-C /nut. 3 PzoKols*
t IOKQ i
ZIVO* **<** JP




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MODULE LOCATION: . . . . .
MODULE t:AME: MULTIPLE COMMAND MODULE (MCM) CO:,T '~-























































































































































































































































































































































































MULTIPLE COMMAND MODULE INPUT FORM
































































MODULE KA:^: .MULTIPLE CO:-2-lAND MODULE (MCM) CONT'D-



























































Voice communication is.provided through numerous communication loops
terminated on various keyset stations. These loops permit communications
within the MCC, between the MCC and other facilities at JSC, and with
other NASA and non-NASA remote facilities. This section defines the con-
figuration of the voice communications keysets'.
Listed below are those loops specifically defined by payload operations.
o EXP-1, EXP-2, TD-1, TD-2, TD-4 - Used prelaunch for coordination of pay-
load installation, service operations, and integrated tests between JSC
POCC and KSC facilities
o PAYLOAD CONFERENCE - Common loop for coordination within the JSC POCC
and associated MPSR
: i •
o PAYLOAD DATA - Used to resolve data discrepancies and to establish data
requirements ,
o PAYLOADS - Prime Mission Operations Control Room (MOCR) loop for the
Payload Officer to interface with other MOCR operators and supportive
personnel in POCC's and MPSR1s
o POCC DIRECTOR - Prime loop for interfacing the POCC director by other
POCC and flight control team personnel
o PAYLOAD MPSR/PAYLOAD TD - Used to interface with payload support sys-
tems personnel within the payload MPSR and used prelaunch, to interface
with the KSC Payload Test Director
o USER SUPPPORT ROOM 1, 2, 3, and 4 - Coordination loop used by personnel
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LEVEL A. B. AND C REQUIREMENTS
The Statement of Requirements (SR's) in this section have been submitted
for OSTA-1.
1. GSR-397: Real-Time Commands (RTC's) for pay!oads ;.•'., :
2. 6SR-456: Installation of doors in the POCC
3. GSR-530: Relocation of SMEK module
&7
4. GSR-pFTO): POCC DTE displays





D A T E
« t v l S i - s
May 16, 1978
ATTNi
rS/Chief, Ground Data Systems Division FSS/Fred H. Wrinkle
SUBJECT,.





The number of RTC's (75,for storage and uplink) baseline in the OFT Level A
documentation is insufficient to support the payload command and control
function for the OSTA-1 mission. i - •
Reference: .
Level A OFT Requirements - Section 10.4.3.4.1 :
Requirement: • - . . . . ...... . ,
The MCC shall be capable of storing and executing 250 payload RTC's for the
OSTA-1 mission, ihe RTC's v/ill be prtmission defined in the Orbi,ter format.
Cocr.'.and verification will be accomplished by monitoring payload system data







GSR-456 • • • > / '
DATl
Februarv 12. 1979
lO i . . . . . . . AT IN ! - .
FS/Ch1ef, Ground Data Systems Division . FS2/K. Ramke
SUBJECT I - - - . . • • • «
Installation of Doors 1n the POCC
DCOUIRi.0 OPERATIONAL DATE
OFT-2
PRIORITY , .. -
Background; '
Quick and easy .access Is required between the Payload Control Room and the
User Rooms. Presently, the only access to the User Booms from the Payload
Control Room Is via the hallway which 1s not conducive to good operations.
P-tubes are not available In all User Rooms for the easy transfer of Information.
Requirement;
Install doors as Indicated on the enclosed layout at points A and B.
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uibS/'iason Hagan
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NO. R E V I S I O N
GSR-530
DATE
October 10, 1979 ." ,
Ground Data Systems Division *""': FS2/D. N. Hogg •
of SMEK Module STS-2 . . - - . . - - -
:
 -
PRIORITY . . •
Background; •
Current configuration of the-JSC POCC consoles provides one Summary Message
Enable Keyboard (SMEK) module located in User Support Room 1. Evaluation of
operating procedures indicate that a single point of contact is needed to
provide coordination and control of all POCC SMEK requirements. This point
of control should be located in the Payload Control Room.
Requirement:
Move the SMEK module from console 250 (PAYLOAD 1) to console 257 (PAYLOAD 8).
(See enclosure)
APPROVEDi
'Director of Flieht Operations)
JSC Form 1295 (Rev Aug 76) NASA-JSC
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Rl V ( H ON
MAY 2 1979
FS/Chief, Ground Data Systems Division
.
FS4/G. E. Peter
S U B J E C 1 ,
OSTA-1 Displays
B L O U I K I C . O P t R A T I O N A L D A T E
Prior to OFT-2 Simulations
This SR contains DTE displays to support, the OSTA-1 payload currently manifested
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SECTION 12
USER-SUPPLIED GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The information in this section indicates the user Ground Support Equip-




DISTRIBUTION LIST FOR PAYLOAD INTEGRATION PLAN
















EF12/R. J. Swint (2)
EH13/C. D. Levy































WA/W. D. Wo1 hart
WC/M. A. Collins
WC2/D. H. Cordiner






MOB-6/W. R. L. Tucker
GSFC













ED4/C. J. Le Blanc
Payload Officer
CH6/J. Plesums








For additions, deletions or corrections to this distribution list,
please notify WC2/L. M. Brubaker or WC2/M. F. Crocker, NASA JSC,
telephone 713-483-5565.
